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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Electricity sector, in Turkey which has long been run by the public as a monopoly, 
has been undergoing a significant transformation and development since 2001. The 
main purpose of change which is marked by liberalization is to establish a sound, 
competitive and attractive investment environment that helps to secure electricity 
supply and provide the end users with affordable and non-intermittent electricity. At 
the heart of this transformation lies the establishment of a transparent market, which 
produces the reference price for electricity. 

The Turkish wholesale electricity market, at the present instance, consists of an 
organized day ahead market (DAM) operated by Market Operator, a real-time 
system balancing mechanism operated by Turkish Electricity Transmission 
Corporation (TEIAS) as the Transmission System Operator, and a bilateral contracts 
market. In addition, there are organized markets for procurement of ancillary 
services. Since December 2009, hourly settlement of imbalances has been done. 

In order to reach the current structure of the market, the development has been 
realized in different stages and several preparation studies were required in 
transition periods between these stages. Firstly, a balancing mechanism has been 
put into action and monthly three period settlement was done for two and a half 
years, between 2006 and 2009. While this mechanism had been running, 
preparation studies of the first stage of the competitive market environment had been 
started; that includes a Day Ahead Planning mechanism together with a real time 
balancing power market.  

Day Ahead Planning was the initial stage of transition into a competitive market 
place, and it enabled market participants to be ready for a real competitive market. In 
the upcoming sections of this report transition to Day Ahead Planning, preparation 
studies held, Day Ahead Planning process and implementation software are 
described in detail, and some recommendations regarding Day Ahead Planning are 
given to establish a competitive market place in Georgia. 
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3.0 DAP CONCEPT AND THE PREPARATION WORK AND TRANSITIONAL 
PROCESSES THAT TOOK PLACE IN TURKEY BEFORE IMPLEMENTING 
DAP 

3.1 DAY AHEAD PLANNING CONCEPT 

Day Ahead Planning is the actions carried out under the coordination of Market 
Operator in order to balance the foreseen hourly demand of the following day from 
the day ahead. Day Ahead Planning started to be implemented as of 1st December 
2009 as a transitional period activity until day ahead market starts operation. 

Together with the Day Ahead Planning, forecasted hourly demand for the day ahead 
was targeted to be balanced while; 

a) ensuring operational security and system integrity, 

b) satisfying supply reliability and supply quality criteria, 

c) minimizing balancing costs.  

It is mandatory for the market participants who own balancing entity1 registered 
under their own account to participate to Day Ahead Planning activities. In addition 
all the technically feasible capacity owned by the balancing entity should be 
proposed to Day Ahead Planning, whereas hydroelectric generation facilities may 
consider constrains regarding water usage and reserve management while 
determining the capacity they can propose. 

Offers and bids that are accepted on the Day Ahead Planning incur the obligation of 
physical electricity supply and demand for the relevant market participant, that 
means each transaction, concluded on the Day Ahead Planning, is completed by the 
delivery of active electricity energy at the settlement delivery point during the period 
of instruction. 

The Market Operator is a counterpart for each Day Ahead Planning participant, for 
all the transactions concluded on the Day Ahead Planning. 

Some other characteristics of Day Ahead Planning are as follows: 

 It is based on balancing entities. The following generation facilities shall be 
exempted from the obligation of being a balancing entity, but may become a 
balancing entity upon the request of related market participant and the 
acceptance of such request by the System Operator: 

a) Canal or river type hydroelectric generation facilities, 

b) Generation facilities based on wind power, 

c) Generation facilities based on solar energy, 

d) Generation facilities based on wave power, 

e) Generation facilities based on tidal energy. 

 It is used to balance the total generation and consumption forecast of National 
Load Dispatch Center (NLDC – System Operator).2 

                                                 
1
 Balancing Entity: Generation or consumption facility or part of the generation or consumption facility eligible to participate in 

balancing.  

2 This characteristic has been modified at the last stage before actual introduction of the day-ahead planning. 
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 Congestions can be solved by counter trade3 and does not affect the prices. 
 Reference price is determined from the day ahead. 
 Hourly, block and flexible bids can be submitted. 

Day ahead procedures, in general, are: submission of the bids by the market 
participants, load forecasting and definition of the congestions to the system by 
NLDC (System Operator) and MFSC’s (Market Operator) running the system to 
calculate the marginal price and sales/purchase volumes. Nominations and day 
ahead planning process will be explained in Section 3 in more detail. 

3.2 TRANSITIONAL PROCESSES BEFORE IMPLEMENTING DAP 

Development of the Turkish wholesale electricity market can be defined through four 
stages, which are shown below: 

 

Figure 1– Development of Turkish Wholesale Electricity Market 

In order to reach a more liberalized and competitive wholesale market structure, 
Balancing and Settlement Regulation (BSR) that aims to improve the system 
reliability and security through real time balancing activities was published in 2004. 
This transitional period BSR included explanation of a balancing mechanism where 
market participants submit their two level up-regulation and down regulation bids 
(namely YAL1, YAL2, YAT1, YAT2) for three settlement periods; day (06:00-17:00), 
peak (17:00-22:00) and night (22:00-06:00) as well as settlement of the instructions 
and the markets defined within the scope of BSR became operational in 2006. 

Following transition period between 2006 and 2009, in the first stage of the 
development; 

 Balancing Market split into two parts, namely Day Ahead Planning (DAP) and 
Balancing Power Market (BPM).  

 DAP was used for day ahead trading and balancing activities,  
 BPM was used for near real-time balancing4, 
 Imbalances were settled hourly. 

At this stage, Day Ahead Planning and hourly settlement activities started with the 
requirement of; 

                                                 
3
 Counter trade is an alternative to nodal pricing/market splitting. If there is a congestion in the network, System Operator can 

give instructions to the market participants to reduce the flow over the line until congestion is eliminated. Counter-trade is 
against the flow of congestion. 
4
 Reserves that can be activated within 15 minutes, which is equivalent of tertiary reserves in ENTSO-e definition 
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 Decreasing net residual balance amount (SBDT)5 , 
 Determining real time imbalance price more effectively, 
 Implementing an easier mechanism,  
 Preventing imbalances from the day ahead,  
 Generators’ being able to update their bids considering their costs 

In addition to the Day Ahead Planning, a new collateral mechanism which was not 
implemented till the Day Ahead Market starts operation was defined in the 
Regulation for a more reliable and healthier market operation. 

Difference between the transition period and first stage Day Ahead Planning 
activities are as follows: 

 

Figure 2 - Differences between Transition Period and Stage 1 

Main works performed during transitional period before DAP started implementation 
are: 

Finalization of the legislative framework: 

The Electricity Market Law that was enacted initially on 2001 stated that the 
electricity market model in Turkey will be a bilateral contracts market supported by a 
“Balancing Mechanism”.  

                                                 
5
 Based on the principle that Market Operator would not make profit or lose money because of the operations done on behalf of 

wholesale electricity market; the total of receivables to be accrued on market participants shall be equal to the total of payables 
during an invoicing period regarding the settlement of balancing mechanism and imbalances of balance responsible parties, 
excluding the energy sales and purchases performed by market participants within the context of day ahead market, the market 
operation fee, transmission surcharge and receivables not paid on time. Therefore, SBDT is calculated considering the 
difference between the total receivables and payables. 
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the bid structure 
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•     Used just for settlement of day ahead 

palnning 
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Optimisation •        Based on price order •     Dispatch Tool

Balancing Entity •        Min 20 MW installed capacity •     No limit regarding installed capacity 
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•        System Imbalance Prices for each settlement 
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The law gave the responsibility of market management, financial settlement and 
preparation of relevant regulation to a new unit (MFSC/PMUM) to be set-up within 
the transmission company.  

A new Balancing and Settlement Regulation was prepared by TEIAS, with the 
support of international consultants, that consists of rules and procedures regarding 
registration procedures, Day Ahead Planning process and nominations, Balancing 
Power Market, settlement, collaterals and payment mechanisms.  

Within the framework of this Regulation, a methodology for determination of system 
marginal price and system sales and purchase instructions within the context of Day 
Ahead Planning was also prepared.  

Although prepared by TEİAŞ, the regulation had to be approved and enacted by 
EMRA. After the preparation of the initial draft of the regulation, a working group for 
finalizing the regulation had been formed. The working group consisted of experts 
from EMRA, MFSC and the consultants. The aim of the working group was to 
prepare the final draft that would be published for receiving public opinion. The final 
draft has been published on the website of EMRA, and in parallel information sharing 
sessions have been planned to give detailed information on the mechanism to all the 
relevant parties, so that meaningful comments can be received. As the last step the 
working group analysed all the comments received formally, and the draft regulation 
was presented to the EMRA board for their approval with all the comments received 
and the recommendation of the working group on each comment. The regulation 
was enacted by the approval of the EMRA board after long discussions. 

In the later stages of the market the electricity market law has been amended, and 
the market management and financial settlement responsibility has been assigned to 
a new independent company named EPIAS (Energy Markets Operation Company). 

Development of the Market Management System (MMS) and integration of the 
Dispatch Tool to this system: 

Different from the balancing mechanism, an optimization tool was required within the 
scope of Day Ahead Planning, to calculate the system day ahead price and 
determine the instructions through optimizing the instructions. So, an optimization 
tool (namely Dispatch Tool) was purchased by the Market Operator and integrated to 
MMS, which was developed in-house since formerly used balancing market and 
settlement screens are no more used. With this new automatic system, it was aimed 
to prevent manual involvement. Main principle of the optimization tool was balancing 
the system for each day considering 24 hours for the following day considering the 
generation, load forecasts and system congestions, with minimum cost. Dispatch 
tool used Mixed Integer Programming to optimize the instructions. To summarize, 
necessary infrastructure, screen and software development and testing studies were 
completed and the software became ready for use together with integration of the 
Dispatch Tool. 

Virtual implementation period and training for the related staff and market 
participants 

Turkish wholesale electricity market faced several changes since 2001, and in 2009 
market participants who were previously familiar with balancing mechanism and 
three period settlement, had to change their bid structures. To overcome possible 
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difficulties that market participants will face and to prevent any defects resulting from 
the software during financial implementation, a virtual implementation period that 
lasted 5 months took place. In this period, market participants submitted their volume 
and price bids, whereas the System Operator and Market Operator played their roles 
too by running the optimization tool and making related price calculations. However, 
in this period market participants did not take any financial responsibility. 

In addition several trainings for TEIAS staff, EMRA and market participants were 
given and informative documents such as presentations and frequently asked 
questions were published on Market Operator’s website. 

Changes regarding hourly nominations and settlement calculation  

Another important change in the new system was the requirement of hourly data for 
both day ahead nominations and settlement calculations. Each distribution company, 
as well as TETAS (state owned electricity wholesale company) had to make 
consumption forecast for each hour of the following day, and hourly meter data 
should be arrived to be used in settlement calculations. For instance, distribution 
companies had to send hourly meter data to TEIAS, which was previously sent as 
three period data (day, peak and night). So, Distribution Companies was required to 
read and sent generation companies’ hourly meter data in their region, at least once 
in a month. On the other hand, for eligible consumers in their distribution regions, 
they should read meter data in hourly basis or apply profile to the data which is read 
in three periods as before (necessary legislation was also prepared for applying 
profiles for converting three period meter data to hourly data). Not only the 
Distribution Companies, but also TEIAS started Automated Meter Reading (AMR) 
studies to get hourly meter data during this period. 

Cooperation with stakeholders 

In this period, in order to get knowledge about international experiences and lessons 
learned, similar country examples were studied with the Consultant and international 
experts. During the transitional period, close cooperation with the stakeholders such 
as EMRA, NLDC, MFSC and market participants was provided. 

4.0 TURKISH DAP SOFTWARE OUTLINE AND CONFIGURATION 

4.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

MFSC carries out the Day Ahead Planning and other related activities (registration, 
settlement of day ahead results and monitoring) which is shown below as the Market 
Operator. Each activity can be considered as a separate module within the software. 
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Figure 3- Activities regarding Day Ahead Planning 

4.2 GENERAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The Day Ahead Planning Software is a module in market software, which is web-
based software built using J2EE platform, Java programming language, JSF 
framework, Hibernate ORM tool, richfaces for rich user web interfaces and Oracle as 
database management system. The software runs on Jboss application server. The 
registration, data input, listing instructions and settlement operations are done in the 
Market Software and optimization is done by a an optimization software, Day Ahead 
Planning Tool by PSR, which uses mixed integer programming for solving 
optimization problems.  

 

Figure 4 – General System Architecture 
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Market Software Architecture 

Market Software is designed as n-tier architecture. The architecture has 5 layers: 

Client Layer: This is the topmost level of the application. DAP Software has two 
types of clients: 

1. Web browsers 
2. Webservice clients 

Client Presenter Layer: This layer gets the results from Bussines logic layer and 
prepares the proper output for client layer (HTML pages or XML files) 

Business Logic Layer: This is the layer where all the business logic is processed.  

Data Access Layer: This layer handles the read/write of the business data to the 
data layer. 

Data Layer: This layer is where the data is kept. In market software also the 
database intense operations like settlement calculations is implemented in data layer 
in order to improve calculation time. 

 

Figure 5– n-tire Architecture 

Market Software Modules 

Day Ahead Planning Module - Dispatch Tool 

DADT software (namely Dispatch Tool) is written in Fortran programming language 
and communicate with csv files. The Dispatch Tool management is made by a 
module in Market Software: 

 Dispatch Tool input files (csv files for generation plan, consumption forecasts 
etc.) are prepared by Day Ahead Planning Software. 

 Dispatch Tool is executed in the background and command line output is 
shown at the page 

 Dispatch Tool result csv files (prices, instructions) are imported back to the 
Day Ahead Planning Software. 

More detailed technical information about the Dispatch Tool is as follows: 

 It is used to generate hourly MWh loading / unloading instructions for the 
Balancing Entities for the purpose of balancing the estimated hourly MWh 
load against hourly MWh generation values.  

 It generates instructions for 24 hour period in a day. The period 00:00 to 01:00 
is the first hour, 01:00 to 02:00 is the 2nd hour, etc., the last hour is 24th hour. 

 Assuming that the module is initiated at a certain time hh:mm, the module 
generates instructions for hours between hh+1 to 24:00. 

 It is possible to call (initiate) the module from an application software. There is 
no parameter passing during the call. The module inputs all data from an 

Client Layer Data Layer
Persistence

Layer
Business Layer

Client Presenter

Layer
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external database and the module records the instructions into this external 
database.  

 The module inputs the following data from an external database: 

o The daily demand forecast submitted by each market participant (hourly 
MWh values) 

o Daily generation program (hourly MWh values) for each BME. This is 
called Final Physical Notification. 

o Bid and offer prices for each Balancing Entity (generators only). 

o Fixed loading / unloading instructions. The tool shall not generate loading / 
unloading instruction for that hour for that Balancing Entity where there 
exists an already recorded and fixed loading / unloading instruction. Fixed 
loading / unloading instructions are the instructions that are already 
recorded in the database and that cannot be changed or deleted later. 
These instructions are calculated by dispatch tool. 

o The tool does not consider any loading / unloading instructions generated 
previously for an hour if the instruction for that hour is not fixed.  

o The condition whether a specific Balancing Entity shall be considered or 
not by the tool for a specific hour.  

o Total generation limit (MWh for a specific hour) for a single or group of 
Balancing Entities. This limit shall not be exceeded by MWh. For example 
if a total production limit of 1000 MWh is entered for hour 5 for Balancing 
Entity4, Balancing Entity5, Balancing Entity8, Balancing Entity12, then the 
total of daily production program MWh values together with loading / 
unloading instructions generated for those Balancing Entities for hour 5 
cannot exceed 1000 MWh.  

o The Balancing Entity that will not be considered for a specific hour or hour 
period.  

o Time constraint. It is maximum time duration the tool is supposed to 
complete generation transactions in terms of hour and minute. For 
example if that value is given as 30 minutes, then the tool completes 
generation of instructions within 30 minutes. The tool tries to select best 
possible optimization level within this time. 

o The hours where the tool shall generate instructions. These hours shall be 
consecutive. E.g. The tool generates instructions for all hours between a 
given start and end hour. 

o The hour or hour period the tool shall be generating instructions for. Three 
possible cases are: 1-for a specific hour, for example, the tool generates 
instructions only for hour 10:00,  2- hour period for example 12:00 – 14:00, 
3- for 24 hour period (if no such hour or hour period is given) 

 It records the instructions into the external database. 

 The instructions are achievable by the Balancing Entities and optimize the 
cost of balancing in accordance with the inputs given in item above. 

 There are only 1 instruction (loading / unloading) for a specific hour for a 
Balancing Entity. 
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 Using the inputs specified here, the tool generates “instructions” for the 
balancing units so that the hourly marginal prices are optimized within a day 
(24 hours).  

 The purpose of generating the instructions is to balance the system with 
optimal loading / unloading costs within a day (24 hours) so that the supply 
and demand are equalized (balanced).  

4.3 USER MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY: 

There are users, roles, authorization groups and actions in the system. MFSC, 
NLDC and every unit is saved as organization, and each organization has one role. 
There is software admin role as well as each organization has its own admin user to 
manage organization’s users and authorization groups. 

Day Ahead Planning results are settled and the settlement results are important for 
market participants since it has financial results. Considering this issue, all the user 
actions are logged in case of any conflict. 

Important Market Software security topics: 

Menu: Menu is created dynamically for each user role. 

Authorization: Authorization is done in two ways: 

Action based: Every possible single click in the application is defined as “action” 
(query, save, list, etc.) Action sets are defined for each role and admin users are 
allowed to dynamically assign actions to authentication groups. 

Data based: 3 type of data are authorized that are Power Plant, Entity and Meter. 

Admin users are allowed to assign authorization groups as data based 
authentication. 

User Roles: Software User Roles regarding Day Ahead Planning are as follows: 

1. Software Admin: The Software admin role manages general software related 
subjects like lookup table data, defining actions, managing all the users when 
a problem occurs. Market Operator has this role. 

2. Market Operator : Market operator role manages master data, Dispatch tool, 
process’ time limits, ensure everything is operating on time 

3. Market Participant: Market participants enters master data (approved by MO), 
enters generation data, consumption data, bids/offers, lists prices, 
instructions, reports. 

4. EMRA: EMRA user role just lists reports prepared for EMRA. 

5. Unauthorized: The role which can list only public data. 

Other roles that are not directly related with DAP but that has role in the market 
software are; System Operator, Retail Sales, Transmission Profile (to read meter 
data that are connected to transmission), Distribution, Regional Load Dispatch 
Centre and Electrical Quality Management. 

Authentication: The software has two level of authentication, user password and 
captcha. 

Connection Security: HTTPS is used for secure communication 
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Functional Requirements: Functional Requirements that is met by DAP module are 
as follows: 

 

Figure 6– Functional Requirements met by DAP Software 

5.0 GENERAL OVERALL DESCRIPTION FOR NOMINATIONS SUBMISSION, 
RECEPTION AND PROCESSING OF FORECASTS, SCHEDULES AND 
BIDS/OFFERS WITHIN DAP IN TURKEY 

Day Ahead Planning process is executed on a daily basis; and the related parties of 
DAP are market participants, System Operator and Market Operator. Operations in 
Day Ahead Planning are conducted for balancing entities; that are generation or 
consumption facilities engaged in balancing activities.  

A rough demonstration of the DAP process with regard to the duties of each party is 
as follows:  

Figure 7 - DAP Process 
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o consumption estimate for all market participants

o Hourly, block and flexible bids/offers of all the entities

o bilateral contracts for all market participants

o load forecast plan

o transmission system congestions

o all the instructions

• prepare input files for optimization software 

• run:

o optimization software with the inputs Market Participants 

supplies without system congestions

o MFCS user can run optimization software with the inputs 

Market Participants supplies with system congestions

• see command line output of optimization 

software 

• list and read output files of optimization software 

• backup input and output files of optimization 

software 

• change and shift Process time limits in the 

software dynamically

Market  Operator System Operator Market Participant

Submission of demand

forecasts

Submission of system

congestions

Submission of daily

generation schedule (DGS), 

consumption forecasts and

bids & offers

Determination of instructions

and System Marginal Price

Publishing SMP and

Instructions

Re-determination of 

instructions and SMP

Publishing final SMP and

Instructions

Any

Objecitons?

Yes

No
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5.1 DAILY PROCEDURE  

 Until 11:30 hours each day, System Operator enters the possible system 
congestions for the following day to the Day Ahead Planning module of MMS. 

 Until 11:30 hours each day, the market participants participating in Day Ahead 
Planning notify Market Operator via MMS regarding daily generation 
schedules that are determined according to the balancing obligations for each 
balancing entity, bilateral contracts and day ahead bids and offers. 

 Until 11:30 hours each day, all market participants notify Market Operator via 
MMS regarding total consumption forecasts for each hour of the following day 
concerning consumption units registered under each market participant. 

 Until 11:30 hours each day, the System Operator announces the demand 
forecast for the following day via MMS.  

 Between 11:30 and 13:00 hours each day;  

− The Market Operator prepares the non-constrained 
generation/consumption schedule that will balance the forecast hourly 
demand, for each hour of the day ahead, via the Day Ahead Planning 
module of MMS. 

− The Market Operator determines the day ahead price within the 
framework of Day Ahead Planning, for each hour of the following day 
via the Day Ahead Planning module of MMS, taking into consideration 
the prices of hourly, block and flexible bids and offers used for the 
preparation of non-constrained generation/consumption schedule.   

− The Market Operator evaluates the day ahead bids and offers, taking 
into consideration the system congestions entered into the Day Ahead 
Planning module by the System Operator. The Market Operator forms 
the system sales and system purchase instructions within the 
framework of the Day Ahead Planning, for all bids and offers accepted 
and notifies the instructions to the related market participants and 
announce system marginal prices. 

− Between 13:00 and 13:30 hours each day; the market participants 
participating in Day Ahead Planning checks whether or not the system 
sales and system purchase instructions issued by the Market Operator 
for Day Ahead Planning are consistent with the related bids and offers, 
and may object to the Market Operator regarding the inconsistent 
instructions. 

 Between 13:30 and 14:00 hours each day; the Market Operator evaluates the 
objections and if necessary, re-determines the system marginal prices within 
the context of Day Ahead Planning, re-notifies the system sales, system 
purchase instructions and re-announces the system marginal prices within the 
context of Day Ahead Planning. In case there are not any objections, pre-
calculated system marginal prices cannot be changed by the Market 
Operator.    

 Until 14:00 hours each day; the Market Operator concludes the day ahead 
schedule for whole system.  

In summary, the flow of the day ahead market process is as follows: 
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Figure 8 – DAP Process 

5.2 DAILY GENERATION SCHEDULE (DGS) AND CONSUMPTION FORECASTS 

Market participants submit daily generation schedules and consumption forecasts for 
every balancing and non-balancing entity in their portfolio, for each hour of the 
following day and they should carry out the generation/consumption activities of their 
related generation/consumption facilities as specified in their DGSs and consumption 
forecasts, unless otherwise instructed; otherwise they will be in an imbalance 
situation. 

 Daily generation schedule contains the hourly total active electricity (MWh) 
planned to be generated by each generation unit for each hour in the period it 
covers and the hourly total active electricity planned to be consumed by each 
consumption unit. DGSs that are given within the context of Day Ahead 
Planning are on electricity energy delivery point (generator busbar) basis.  All 
balancing entities are required to make a submission on DGS.  

 Consumption forecasts consist of consumption information anticipated in 
hourly MWh for the following day. These forecasts are the anticipated 
volumes to be consumed by the market participants via consumption facilities 
that are not balancing entities  

DGSs and consumption forecasts are used in day ahead balancing, in generation of 
day ahead instructions and day ahead price. 

In case the DGSs and/or consumption forecasts are not notified by the specified time 
frame described above in the previous section, for consecutive weekdays and public 
holidays; not necessarily consecutive calendar days, the DGS and/or consumption 
forecast of the last similar day (that has the same characteristic as a part of 
categorization on days) is considered as the DGS and/or consumption forecast value 
of the relevant hour; so that there is always a valid DGS and/or consumption forecast 
value for generation/consumption facilities. 

Demand Forecast
+ 

System Congestions

DGS, Consumption 
Forecast, Contract 

Notification, Offer and Bid

Market ParticipantsSystem Operator

Market Operator

11:30 Hours

Market Participants

Up-regulation/
Down-Regulation 

Instructions

13:00 Hours

Market Operator

Objections

13:30 Hours

14:00 Hours

Objection Results

 Market Operator determines the system 

marginal prices, up-regulation and down-

regulation instructions via MMS and notifies 

the instructions to relevant market 

participants. 

 Market Participants check the consistency 

of up-regulation and down-regulation 

instructions with relevant offers and bids 

and objects if necessary

 Market Operator re-evaluates the 

instructions and if necessary, re-calculates 

the system marginal prices within the scope 

of day ahead planning.
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5.3 DEMAND FORECAST BY THE SYSTEM OPERATOR 

Every day by 11:30 hours, the System Operator announces the demand forecast for 
the following day via MMS. Demand forecast values announced by the System 
Operator contains information on total demand (MWh) to be met by all generation 
facilities in the system for every single hour of the following day of announcement. 
Total demand forecast is conducted once a day by the System Operator; and these 
demand forecast values, determined by the System Operator are used to forecast 
the emergency situations (such as congestions) in the system and they are used for 
counter trade after the closing of the day ahead planning (not in the scope of day 
ahead planning activities). 

5.4 OFFER/BID STRUCTURE  

Within the scope of Day Ahead Planning, market participants can submit single hour, 
block and flexible bids/offers. Bids/offers in the Day Ahead Planning are submitted 
on settlement delivery point basis.  

All bids/offers submitted for a balancing entity under Day Ahead Planning for any 
hour must be able to be fulfilled by the related balancing entity at the same time; 
hence the market participants are expected to design their bid/offer mix accordingly. 

Bids/offers under Day Ahead Planning consist of volume and price information that 
may differ for different hours. All notified prices should have sensitivity of one percent 
and in Turkish currency. All notified system sales and system purchase bid volumes 
shall be expressed in terms of 1 MWh and its multiples. 

For a closer look, three types of bids/offers are presented below: 

Single hour purchase bids or sales offers 

Properties of the single hour bids/offers are as follows; 

 Single hour bids/offers are notified on the basis of individual balancing entities 
under Day Ahead Planning, as inclusive of sales and purchase bid prices, and 
volumes, separately for each hour of the following day.  

 Hourly sales offers contain the MWh volume of the generation increase or 
consumption decrease committed, and hourly purchase bids contain the MWh 
volume of the generation decrease or consumption increase committed, by 
the market participant participating in Day Ahead Planning. 

 Prices regarding all hourly bids/offers should at least be equal to or higher 
than zero and have sensitivity of one percent.  

 Bids and offers can be submitted at 15 amount levels, separately for sales 
and purchase. Except the HEPP, prices regarding hourly offer and bid 
volumes are submitted separately for up-regulation and down-regulation 
directions as single price for all levels. HEPP may submit separate prices for 
each level of volume.  

 All hourly sales offer prices are notified such that the price of next offer level 
will be higher than the price of the previous offer level or equal to that level. 
Likewise, all hourly purchase bid prices are notified such that the price of next 
bid level will be lower than the price of the previous bid level or equal to that 
level. 
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 For consecutive weekdays; not necessarily consecutive calendar days, on the 
basis of individual balancing entities, the weighted average of the hourly offer 
prices of a separate hour in the second day may exceed the weighted 
average of the hourly offer prices of the separate hour in the first day by 10 
percent at maximum. Likewise, the weighted average of the hourly bid prices 
of a separate hour in the second day may be smaller than the weighted 
average of the hourly bid prices of the separate hour in the first day by 10 
percent at maximum. Public holidays and administrative holidays before or 
after the public holidays are out of this scope and by 10 percent at maximum 
limitation to the prices is not applied in those days. 

 In case the market participants that participate in Day Ahead Planning choose 
that the hourly bids/offers of a balancing entity can only be accepted as a 
whole due to technical reasons, they should note that the bid/offer cannot be 
accepted partially. In this case, the instructions given for the bid/offer which 
cannot be accepted partially will cover whole of the related bid/offer volume. 

 

Figure 9– An Example of Hourly Bids 

Block Bids/Offers 

Properties of the block bids/offers are as follows; 

 Block bids/offers cover a predefined period of time determined by the System 
Operator. Also, market participants have the right to offer their customized 
block bids/offers; however, user defined block bids/offers should cover a 
period of at least 4 hours and their number should not exceed 5 in a day for 
individual balancing entity. The market participants participating in Day Ahead 
Planning may enter a maximum of 25 block bids/offers in total in a day, for 
each balancing entity. 

 Each block bid/offer shall either be accepted for the entire period of time it 
covers or shall not be accepted. Block bids/offers cannot be accepted for a 
period of time shorter that that they cover. 

Level 00:00 - 01:00 01:00 - 02:00 02:00 - 03:00 03:00 - 04:00

Price

TL/MWh

Amount

MWh/h

Price

TL/MWh

Amount

MWh/h

Price

TL/MWh

Amount

MWh/h

Price

TL/MWh

Amount

MWh/h

...

5 115 50 115 50 100 100 100 100

4 110 100 110 100 95 100 95 100

3 105 100 105 100 90 50 90 50

2 100 50 100 50 85 50 85 50

1 95 50 95 50 80 100 80 100

1 90 100 90 100 70 100 70 100

2 80 100 80 100 65 50 65 50

3 75 50 75 50 50 50 50 50

4 60 50 60 50 45 50 45 50

5 55 50 55 50

...

Offer

Bid

DGS
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 For consecutive weekdays; not necessarily consecutive calendar days, on the 
basis of individual balancing entities, the weighted average of the block offer 
prices of a separate hour in the second day may exceed the weighted 
average of the block offer prices of the separate hour in the first day by 10 
percent at maximum. Likewise, the weighted average of the block bid prices 
of a separate hour in the second day may be smaller than the weighted 
average of the block bid prices of the separate hour in the first day by 10 
percent at maximum. Public holidays and administrative holidays before or 
after the public holidays are out of this scope and by 10 percent at maximum 
limitation to the prices is not applied in those days. 

Block bids/offers present a substantial opportunity to the market participants by 
enabling non fractional utilization of the base load plants of the portfolio. Especially 
some thermal plants are designed to generate continuously for 24 hours, hence it is 
hard to risk this kind of a generation by submitting a single hour bid/offer. 

 

Figure 10 – An Example of Block Bids 

Flexible Sales Offers 

Properties of the flexible sales offers are as follows; 

 Flexible sales offers are offers consisting of hourly volumes and prices on the 
basis of individual balancing entities; they are not associated with a given 
hour. The evaluation of flexible offers are based on the principle that the offer 
will be accepted at the hour in which the day ahead price is effective, in other 
words day ahead price is equal to or higher than the related flexible sales 
offer price. 

 For consecutive weekdays; not necessarily consecutive calendar days, on the 
basis of individual balancing entities, the weighted average of the flexible offer 
prices of a separate hour in the second day may exceed the weighted 
average of the flexible offer prices of the separate hour in the first day by 10 
percent at maximum. Public holidays and administrative holidays before or 
after the public holidays are out of this scope and by 10 percent at maximum 
limitation to the prices is not applied in those days. 

Flexible offers allow market participants to utilize the flexible generation capacity, 
such as hydroelectric, in the peak hours. 

In the following figure, the flow of the above mentioned data in Day Ahead Planning 
can be observed as a summary. In the figure, whole data flow in the balancing 
mechanism is displayed to observe the whole system; however, only Day Ahead 
Planning part can be concentrated for now. 

Hours covered

by the block

bid/offer

Price

(TL/MWh)

Volume 

(MWh/h)

02.00-08.00 120 200

02.00-08.00 100 50

08.00-17.00 95 -50

08.00-17.00 80 -100

A block sales offer to sell

50 MWh at a price of 95 

TL/MWh between the

hours 08:00 – 17:00 
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Figure 11 – Data Flow for Day Ahead Planning 

 

5.5 PRICE DETERMINATION IN DAY AHEAD PLANNING 

Determination of instructions and day ahead price is conducted electronically via an 
optimization tool. The basic working principle of the optimization tool is to determine 
the bid/offer set to be accepted for every single hour of the day, while balancing the 
system with the least cost of the total day (24 hours) within the system and 
generation congestions determined by the System Operator. Since optimum 
determination of block, flexible and partially unacceptable bids/offers are related with 
integer variables, optimization tool uses a Mixed Integer Programming methodology. 

In brief, day ahead price is calculated in two virtual stages. Market Operator firstly 
evaluates the bids/offers submitted for Day Ahead Planning without taking into 
consideration system congestions and the congestions of balancing entities and non-
constrained day ahead price is calculated. In the second stage, congestions are 
taken into consideration and final price is calculated; final daily generation schedule 
is formed. A brief summary of the optimization process is as follows: 

  

Market 
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Market 

Operator

System 
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and 
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Real Time
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Figure 12 – Price Calculation in Day Ahead Planning 

During the process of the price calculation;  

 In the first stage, the price is calculated according to the bids/offers, total daily 
generation schedule and consumption forecasts submitted by the market 
participants. In this stage; the instruction means the effect of a separate 
bid/offer in determination of the price. Whether this bid/offer has been 
instructed is determined in the second stage. The steps in this stage are as 
follows: 

− Determination of system direction: The sum of all daily generation 
schedules are compared to the sum of all consumption forecasts; if 
total consumption forecast is higher than total generation schedule 
there is an energy deficit in the system, otherwise, there is an energy 
surplus. In case there is energy deficit, sales offers are instructed 
mostly; likewise, in case there is energy surplus, purchase bids are 
instructed mostly. 

− Arranging bids/offers in price order: All single hour bids/offers are 
arranged in price order; bids are ordered from largest to smallest, 
offers are ordered from smallest to largest.  

− Evaluation of single hour bids/offers: Single hour bids are evaluated 
such that they fulfil the difference between total generation schedule 
and total consumption forecast; and they are selected from the price 

Stage 1

Determination of price and draft instructions while ensuring the least system cost for the whole day

Calculation of price while considering

single hour bids/offers

Re-calculation of price taking the block

bids/offers into consideration

Re-calculation of price taking the

flexible offers into consideration

If there are no block bids/offers and/or flexible offers to be 

considered; the price calculated while considering single hour

bids/offers is determined as day ahead price

If there are no flexible offers to be considered; the price

calculated while considering single hour and block bids/offers

is determined as day ahead price

The price calculated while considering single hour bids/offers, 

block bids/offers and flexible offers, respectively is determined

as day ahead price

Stage 2

Determination of final instructions while ensuring the least system cost for the whole day

Considering the congestions and

determination of instructions

Considering the situation of partially

unacceptable bids/offers and

determination of instructions

Instructions are formed while considering the system

congestions, which are not considered in Stage 1.

Instructions are revised while considering the partial

unacceptance of single hour bids/offers.
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order one by one. In evaluation of different levels of bids/offers of a 
separate balancing entity, the process starts from the first level. 
Partially acceptable situation of the bids are not considered in this 
stage. The last accepted bid/offer determines the price; the price of that 
bid/offer is determined as the marginal price. In case, there are not any 
block bids/offers or flexible offers, this price are determined as the day 
ahead price. Following is an illustration of this situation. 

 

Figure 13 – Example of Price Calculation in Day Ahead Planning (Single Hour Bid) 

− Evaluation of block bids/offers: Block bids/offers are evaluated in 
price determination indirectly, unlike the single hour bids/offers. If a 
block bid/offer enhances the system to be in balance with a lower 
balancing cost, that block bid/offer should be accepted. For instance, if 
a block sales offer is accepted, it can reduce the previously accepted 
single hour sales offers and may lower the price and total cost of the 
system; or contrarily, it can increase the cost of some hours. Therefore, 
acceptance of a block bid/offer is evaluated by considering the net 
effect of the bid/offer on the total balancing cost of the whole day. This 
situation is illustrated as follows: 

Single hour sales offers for 08:00 hour

Volume 

(MWh)

Price

(TL/MWh)

Partially

Acceptable?

100,00 70,00 Yes

100,00 70,00 Yes

100,00 71,00 No

100,00 74,00 Yes

100,00 79,00 No

100,00 80,00 Yes

100,00 83,00 No

100,00 87,00 Yes

100,00 96,00 No

180,00 97,00 No

150,00 99,00 Yes

200,00 100,00 Yes

Offers are

accepted up to

this point

Total volume of 

accepted offers is 

1000 MWh

Price of the last accepted

offer: 97 TL/MWh

If there are no block

bids/offers and/or flexible

offers to be considered; this

is the day ahead price

Energy deficit is 1000 MWh in 08:00; and this deficit will be fulfilled by

instructing the given sales offers
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Figure 14 – Example of Price Calculation in Day Ahead Planning (Block Bid) 

− Evaluation of flexible offers: If flexible offers reduce day ahead price, 
they may be accepted. With this target, the hour with the highest day 
ahead price is selected and it is controlled that whether the price is 
reduced when flexible offer is accepted. If there are more than one 
flexible offers in the same day, these offers are ordered from the lowest 
price to the highest one; and evaluation starts from the lowest price 
flexible offer. This situation is illustrated as follows: 

 

Figure 15 – Example of Price Calculation in Day Ahead Planning (Flexible Bid) 

Single hour sales offers for 08:00 hour

Volume 

(MWh)

Price

(TL/MWh)

Partially

Acceptable?

100,00 70,00 Yes

100,00 70,00 Yes

100,00 71,00 No

100,00 74,00 Yes

100,00 79,00 No

100,00 80,00 Yes

100,00 83,00 No

100,00 87,00 Yes

100,00 96,00 No

180,00 97,00 No

150,00 99,00 Yes

200,00 100,00 Yes

Single hour offers

are accepted up to

this point

Total volume of accepted

single hour offers = 700 MWh

Together with 300 MWh of 

block offer, a total of 1000 

MWh is instructed.

Price of the last accepted

offer: 83 TL/MWh

If there are no flexible

offers to be considered; 

this is the day ahead price

Energy deficit is 1000 MWh in 08:00; and this deficit will be fulfilled by instructing the given

sales offers (it is assumed that block offer reduces the system cost for all day)

Block sales offer for 

00:00 - 24:00 period

Volume 

(MWh)

Price  

(TL/MWh)

300,00 75,00

Single hour sales offers for 08:00 hour

Volume 

(MWh)

Price

(TL/MWh)

Partially

Acceptable?

100,00 70,00 Yes

100,00 70,00 Yes

100,00 71,00 No

100,00 74,00 Yes

100,00 79,00 No

100,00 80,00 Yes

100,00 83,00 No

100,00 87,00 Yes

100,00 96,00 No

180,00 97,00 No

150,00 99,00 Yes

200,00 100,00 Yes

Single hour offers

are accepted up to

this point

Total volume of accepted

single hour offers = 600 MWh

Together with 300 MWh of 

block offer and 100 MWh of 

flexible offer,va total of 1000 

MWh is instructed.

Price of the last accepted

offer: 80 TL/MWh

This is the day ahead

price

Energy deficit is 1000 MWh in 08:00; and this deficit will be fulfilled by instructing the given sales offers

(it is assumed that the highest price is at 08:00 and block offer reduces the system cost for all day)

Block sales offer for 

00:00 - 24:00 period

Volume 

(MWh)

Price  

(TL/MWh)

300,00 75,00

Flexible offer

Volume 

(MWh)

Price  

(TL/MWh)

100,00 79,00
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 The price determined in the first stage is announced as the system day ahead 
price; but the exact instructions are determined in the second stage. In 
second stage, total system cost is controlled to be at minimum level, and 
instructions are formed regarding transmission system congestions and 
partially acceptance of the bids/offers, continuously.  

o Evaluation of congestions: Transmission system congestions are 
entered into the optimization tool as a function of generation amounts of 
balancing entities. If a previously accepted bid/offer does not obey the 
congestion function, that bid/offer is not instructed finally and it is not 
considered in solution alternatives. This calculation is done taking all the 
congestions into consideration by the optimization tool. Additionally, some 
instructions that are opposite to the system direction can be given as a 
result of the congestions. 

o Evaluation of partially unacceptable bids/offers: In the first stage, all of 
the bids/offers are considered as partially acceptable and price is 
calculated in this way; in the second stage, this situation is considered. A 
partially unacceptable bid/offer cannot be instructed and optimization tool 
evaluates the next instruction in the order. Sometimes, in order to keep the 
system cost minimum, optimization tool may instruct a partially 
unacceptable bid/offer although the volume exceeds the deficit or surplus; 
and then an opposite direction instruction may be given for the excess 
amount. 

 After completion of the second stage, system day ahead price is determined 
finally and the relevant up-regulation and down-regulation instructions are 
formed by the Market Operator. 

 In case of demand and supply curves do not intersect each other; Market 
Operator may choose one or two of the following ways: to update 
consumption forecasts or to reduce consumption forecasts in such a way that 
the reduction affects all the market participants equally. In case consumptions 
forecasts are updated, time schedule regarding the updating activities shall be 
declared to market participants by Market Operator. In case consumption 
forecasts are reduced in such a way that the reduction affects all the market 
participants equally, Market Operator shall inform System Operator regarding 
the reduced forecast volume.  

5.6 SETTLEMENT OF DAY AHEAD PLANNING 

Settlement of Day Ahead Planning is calculated daily for statistical reasons but 
payments are done on monthly basis. The price used in settlement of Day Ahead 
Planning is mainly the system day ahead price or the bid/offer price of the related 
market participant; which is better for the participant. For example; the better price 
for the participant is determined such that; if offer price is lower than the system day 
ahead price, better one is the system day ahead price; and contrarily, if offer price is 
higher than the system day ahead price, better one is the offer price. 

After Day Ahead Planning results are finalized total amount of system sale and 
system purchases done by a settlement aggregation entity for every hour is 
calculated as follows: 
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System Sales Amount (TL)=Total System Sales Volume (MWh) * System Sales 
Price (TL/MWh) 

System Purchase Amount (TL)=Total System Purchase Volume (MWh) * System 
Purchase Price (TL/MWh) 

System Purchase/Sales Prices of Accepted Block Bids/Offers 

Settlement prices of block bids/offers are calculated in a different way as follows: 

An average system day ahead price is calculated for the period covered by the 
accepted block bid/offer.  

For each hour, the average system day ahead price is compared to the bid/offer 
price of the accepted block; and better price for the participant is determined as the 
settlement price. For example, if offer price is lower than the average system day 
ahead price, better one is the average system day ahead price; and contrarily, if offer 
price is higher than the average system day ahead price, better one is the offer price 
itself. 

Calculation of Foreseen Day Ahead Imbalance Volume and Amount 

The foreseen energy imbalance volume for every market participant participating in 
the Day Ahead Planning can be eliminated at day ahead price. Foreseen receivable 
and payable amount regarding energy purchase or sale that is realized to eliminate 
energy deficit or surplus of each market participant participated in Day Ahead 
Planning are calculated on settlement period basis for an invoicing period; and 
foreseen receivable and payable amount is calculated by multiplying the foreseen 
energy imbalance amount by the day ahead price of the related hour. 
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A numeric example regarding foreseen energy imbalance volume:  

 

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OUTLINING DAP SOFTWARE IN GEORGIA 

 The software shall be flexible in that during such transitional period activities, 
the software itself has to be improved with the developing market rules. In 
other words, in such cases, the legislation may be amended more frequent 
than expected, and in line with these new rules, requirement to change the 
software may arise. 

 The software shall allow the users to define some limits or congestions in line 
with the market rules in Georgia. 

 It shall be preferred to use international standards such as ETSO (EIC) codes, 
while registering the market participants, meters, entities, etc. for easiness of 
future interoperability. 

 DAP software can be a developed in house or it can be procured from a 
vendor. Especially during transition phases of market development each 
country has very specific regulations, rules and requirements, thus it should 
be noted that no solution will work in Georgia without being customized to 
Georgia’s specific requirements.  

 In case the software is procured from a vendor, it is recommended that the 
provider;  

o provides source code, design specifications and user manual of the 
software. 

o provides all technical specifications for data interfaces (data input, data 
output) in its technical documentation. 

o provides 24 hours technical support via phone since DAP will be working 
on 7/24 basis. 

o commits to correct any software errors within 24 hours. 

Daily Generation Schedule of 

Generation Facility 1 (GÜP 1)
90 MWh

Daily Generation Schedule of 

Generation Facility 1 (GÜP 2)
50 MWh

Consumption Forecast (TT) 10 MWh

Bilateral Contract Volume
110 MWh

sales contract
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ÖEDM = (90MWh + 50 MWh) – 110MWh – 10 MWh

ÖEDM = 20 MWh

 



m

u

uupp SGÖFÖEDMÖEDT
1

,

Day Ahead Price of the related hour 

(SGÖF)
130 TL/MWh

ÖEDT = 20 MWh x 130 TL/MWh

ÖEDT = 260 TL 
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o commits to update the software for any updates to the content and 
structure of data given in attachments. It must be taken into consideration 
that minor changes may be expected during the transition period. 

 If the software is developed in-house, coding standards which provides 
development of the software within certain rules and principles and that aims 
at clear and consistent coding, can be applied. By this way more efficient 
software development processes are targeted. 

7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TESTING AND FURTHER DEVELOPING DAP 
PROCESS AND SOFTWARE 

 A test driven development approach may be used during the development 
process. A test framework that can be used to perform testing inside a remote 
or embedded container like Arquillian that is a testing platform for Java 
Middleware. Before starting the tests, possible scenarios has to be 
documented and it should be checked whether the software generates the 
expected results.  

 Since the market participants will not be familiar with the software and market 
rules, a virtual implementation period (kind of test period) with real world 
cases which real users of the application that are market participants use the 
software, are recommended. By this way market participants can get used to 
the software as well as the rules of the Day Ahead Planning. On the other 
hand, together with the feedbacks of the users, any errors/bugs can be 
eliminated before starting financial implementation period and this helps the 
program to be improved.  

 In such system, logging has a very crucial place because of the financial 
results. In Turkey, there were many cases which involved court investigation 
and Market Operator referred to logs.  

 To increase security one more security level may be added by forcing users to 
connect to the application using VPN connection.  

 To increase high availability clustered application servers and clustered 
database servers are recommended. In fact every physical unit used in the 
system like storage unit, firewall, network connections, power systems should 
be clustered, or at least should have a passive backup. After Day Ahead 
Market opening, MFSC has moved its systems to virtual platform for 
application servers, exadata for database and made an active or passive 
backup of each physical unit. 

 Because of the input data Dispatch tool sometimes cannot solve the problem. 
To be able to identify what the problem is, a report called “dispatch assisting 
report” was developed. This report includes total generation plans, total 
consumption forecasts, bids, offers and most importantly whether there is 
enough offers/bids to close the gap for each hour. At the same time, the 
congestions are shown for each hour. Screenshots of this report is shown 
below: 
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Figure 16 – Dispatch Assisting Report 

Additional reports to control the results and also for market participants can be 
developed. 

 Even if high availability achieved, backup is also very important. In MFSC 
other than cold backup, database imports are taken every day. So that, the 
old data can be investigated when it is needed. 

 As it was discussed in section 4, NLDC makes demand forecast to be 
compared with generation plans of the market participants. The System 
Operator in Georgia may use a demand forecast tool for more precise 
forecast and to provide a balanced system from the day ahead. 
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 It is very important to set some limits when entering data to the system. There 
should be control mechanisms to prevent data faults like fat finger. In Turkish 
case, the controls were: 

o A generation plan plus offers have to be less than or equal to installed 
capacity 

o Total bids have to be less than or equal to generation plans 

o Consumption forecast have to be less than or equal to consumption 
forecast limit 

 Database tables for master data are designed to be periodically (which is 
monthly for Turkish Market because settlement is monthly). The advantages 
are:  

o The Retrospective Correction Factor (GDDK6) operations are easier to 
calculate (sometimes corrections go back for 1 year and the same month’s 
settlement is calculated more than 5 times) 

o Reporting with time series is very easy and reports have instant data (no 
delay) 

o Disadvantages: 

o If a long period data (not for old period but for future) should be kept, then 
managing data is difficult 

o If data becomes very huge, this structure is not efficient 

 Preparation of user manuals regarding the screens and the software, 
discussion notes and trainings of the participants would be beneficial for the 
stakeholders. 

8.0 RECOMMENDATION FOR PREPARATION FORMS AND TEMPLATES 
FOR DAP NOMINATIONS 

 In the development stage of the DAP software, the screens and the forms 
used by the users had changed a lot. Improvement studies had been 
conducted continuously, and improvement requests of the users had always 
been taken into consideration. 

 The lastly used DAP screens for nominations and submissions are presented 
below as examples; but before explaining the screen displays it should be 
noted that, user friendly, easy to access and easy to navigate user screens 
are suggested to be developed. For example, users could submit all 24 hour 
DGS values related to a specific day on one screen; or they could have the 
chance to copy all values from the previous day (or previous similar day).  

 The screens of the DAP software used for daily operation of Day Ahead 
Planning are displayed below together with the important descriptions on the 
screenshots. 

  

                                                 
6
 Retrospective correction item is determined in a way that all the settlement of imbalance transactions are repeated regarding 

the invoicing period in which the correction is made and effect of the correction on all the participants is evaluated. 
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Daily Generation Schedule: Market participants submit their DGS values daily for 
each hour and Market Operator can list all the DGS values submitted by the 
participants. 

 

Figure 17– DGS Listing Screen 

 

Figure 18 – DGS Entry/Update Screens 
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Consumption Forecast: Market participants submit their consumption forecast 
values daily for each hour and Market Operator can list all the consumption forecast 
values submitted by the participants. 

 

Figure 19 – Consumption Forecast Screen 

Demand Forecast: System Operator submit the total demand forecast daily for each 
hour of the following day. System Operator can display consolidated DGS values 
and consumption forecasts on this screen; and forecasts the demand accordingly. 

 

Figure 20– Demand Forecast Screen 
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Bid/Offer Screens: Market participants submit their bids/offers daily for each hour 
and for different levels; and Market Operator can list all the bids/offers submitted by 
the participants. 

 

Figure 21 – Bid/Offer Submission Screen 

 

Figure 22– Bid/Offer Listing Screen 
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Dispatch Tool: Calculation of SMP (or day ahead price) and formation of 
instructions is conducted via dispatch tool.  

 

Figure 23 – Dispatch Tool Screen (1/2) 

 

Figure 24 – Dispatch Tool Screen (2/2) 
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Instruction Listing Screen: Instructions formed by dispatch tool can be displayed 
by the Market Operator. 

 

Figure 25– Instruction Listing Screen 

Daily Settlement Screen: Settlement of Day Ahead Planning is calculated daily; 
averyday after dispatch tool has generated the result for DAP. Market Operator 
calculates DAP settlement daily but publishes and invoices it monthly. 

 

Figure 26–Daily Settlement Screen 
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9.0 CONCLUSION 

Similar to European Countries and Turkey, Georgia may target opening Day Ahead 
Market in the final period. In this regard, Day Ahead Planning is an important 
transitional period marketplace, which is expected to increase competitiveness in the 
wholesale electricity market and will help market participants to get used to hourly 
applications. 

Day Ahead Planning activities started to be implemented as of 1st December 2009 in 
Turkey and implemented for two years till 1st December 2011. In order to start 
operation various studies were performed such as: 

 Custom software was developed and tested for DAP nominations and 
settlement results to be displayed to market participants 

 An optimization tool was procured and integrated to MMS 

 Necessary legislative framework was prepared 

 Five months virtual implementation period helped the market participants to 
get used to the system and software was updated considering participants’ 
feedback 

 User manuals and discussion notes were prepared for the market participants 

 Training sessions were done for both the staff and market participants 

It is believed that Georgia has to make similar studies before starting implementation 
of the DAP. A test driven development approach will always be useful to prevent any 
possible errors beforehand. In addition, during development and implementation 
stages, necessary reports shall be designed both for the Market Operator itself and 
market participants.   

To summarize, whether it is procured or developed in-house, the DAP software shall 
be user friendly, easy to access by market participants, 7/24 accessible, allow 
updates when the legislation and market rules changed However, it should be noted 
that no solution will work in Georgia without being customized to Georgia’s specific 
requirements. 
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